You get computer or communications network results analysis—no programming

**Now for universities**

**NETWORK II.5 gives your students network simulation results quickly—no programming**

**NETWORK II.5 simplifies the teaching of computer or communications network analysis by eliminating programming.**

Just enter a computer or communications system description—simulation follows immediately—no programming delays.

**Easy to understand results**

Reports show utilization, queues, execution times, response times and conflicts.

Graphical reports show hardware layout, software data flow, and device utilization.

Seeing graphical results increases everyone's understanding of the proposed network and builds confidence in the analysis.

**Your system simulated**

You can analyze any computer or communications system including local area networks. Any level of detail.

Widely used protocols are built-in—you just make a choice.

**Low cost for universities**

CACI recognizes the benefits of having its state-of-the-art systems used by the universities.

That is why we make the NETSTRUCTOR® package available to universities for only a low distribution charge.

NETSTRUCTOR includes training, support, complete documentation, and sample networks—everything you need for teaching.

**Act now—limited offer**

This offer is limited to 200 universities, and 73 have already signed up. Call today to avoid disappointment.

**For immediate information**

Call Cheryl Walton at (619) 457-9681. In the UK, call Steve Wombell on (01) 940-3606.

**Computers with NETWORK II.5**

- IBM PC AT or compatible.
- Most Mainframe computers: IBM, VAX, Gould, Data General, Sun, Cray, ETA and UNISYS.

**With NETWORK II.5 your students get results sooner and the results are better understood.**

**Rush information on NETSTRUCTOR, the special network teaching package for universities only.**

Everything you need to teach network analysis.

Also send information about:

- SIMFACTORY-Factory planning with no programming
- The SIMSCRIPT II.5 simulation language.
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Return to:

CACI 3344 North Torrey Pines Court
La Jolla, California 92037
Or, better yet, call Cheryl Walton at (619) 457-9681

In the UK

CACI 26 The Quadrant
Richmond, Surrey, England TW9 1DL
Call Steve Wombell on (01) 940-3606
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